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GLID BOARD and SWCD,
Info for your awareness, observations, opinions/comments, and
recommended actions.
2022 Updated Green Lake 2022 TP+Chlorophyll + Secchi Disk
Readings from GLID's volunteers
Dancik, Dahlins, and Mortensons.
Sooo GRATEFUL to our GLID's dedicated value-add volunteers
and SWCD's involvement!
I combined the 2022 volunteer collected data to sanity check the 3
sources of measurements. Correlations looked good!
And then compared with 30 Year Historical Water Quality Yearly
Averages. Key word is 'averages'.
(see composite chart and attached pdf below>>>)
Analysis Net net:
- Based on measurement data, Green Lake overall's long term water
quality is mostly table, with occasional upturns/downturns. Some
days/years, seems like more downturns,
- The lake is not degrading on an accelerated rate.✔️
- Our Green Lake has managed to offer enjoyment to many despite our
human's impacts and changing climate.
- Many good days, our Green Lake is not too green. Water clear enough
that I have been able to count the fish and pebbles on the bottom from
the dock.
- Other bad days, the lake has a layer of thick green scum. Today,
Brother Jim reported their dog looked like it was coated with a thick

coat of stinky green paint requiring two washings!
- In between those times, the lake water has some green visible
characteristics, but can be enjoyed by many.
(180+ lake owners & families, thousands of visitor boat launches,
hundreds of ice fisher-people, plus our nature's creatures)
- Several shorelines have accumulated some thick muck from years of
decomposing weeds/algae/green scum.
While Owners that regularly remove muck deposits enjoy cleaner lake
shoreline bottom.
- Our Green Lake has a huge nutrient budget load from the lake itself.
Okay, if interested/curious, read on, here's the data review:::
The Minnesota Clean Water Goals for out type of Lake during JuneSept is:
Phosphorus TP equal/less that 40ug/L
Chlorophyll less than 14mg/m3
Secchi clarity greater than 4.6 ft
for 2022: Green Lake measurement data averages were:
Phosphorus TP average was 86.6 ug/L = 2X worse than MN goal,
hence on impaired list
Chlorophyll average was 23.86mg/m3 = 1.7X worse than MN goal
Secchi water clarity average was 4.8ft ( with range of 3.6 to 5.6ft) =
met MN goal
Using SWCD's Tiffany's and my earlier analysis of the 30 years of
measurement averages:
- Over the long term, Phosphorus trend is slightly increasing, and above
threshold.
- Over the long term, Chlorophyll trend is stable, but above threshold.
- Over the long term, water clarity trend is stable, meeting threshold.
GLID and SWCD's Green Lake Improvement Plan actions must be
continued.

+ Need to continue to encourage Lake Owners to remove
weeds/muck from lake and reduce runoff.
+ Leverage our MPCA Section 319 Grant to reduce watershed
nutrient inflow and address 'big impact changes' is important.
+ Continue to measure/monitor/observe our lake. Need to reverse
any negative trends.
+ Guard against new AIS invasions and continue to address current
AIS situations.
+ Learn from other lake activities, like nearby Blue Lake's
experiment with similar topography.
+ And do a whole bunch more....
Here's a view of combined 3 sets of collected 2022 measurements with a
Green Lake 2022 Water Quality Summary chart that can be mapped
against the 30 year summary charts.
Again, the key word is 'averages' with day to day/ year to year
measurement fluctuations from many variables, including climate
change.

Hope,
Gordon Haubenschild
with GLID Board

Additional background data from recent years I found to compare with:

2022 Dancik and Dahlin and Mortenson GLID TP+Chlorophyll + Secchi Disk Readings Combined Data for Analysis.pdf
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